
Signature Snap-on

Whatever you want to hold safer and closer finds a trusted home in Albert Tusk

Signature Snap-on. Minimally designed, this palm-sized pouch is idle to keep your cards

and currency. It has three pockets, which are curated keeping in mind the modern

needs.

The Signature Snap-on is made using genuine full-grain leather sourced from

Netherlands & Turkey and is available in four colour combinations.

Mesh Crossbody

A few things are timeless like this Mesh Crossbody bag from Albert Tusk. The hand

woven weave looks good and feels even better in premium full-grain leather sourced

from Netherland and Turkey. The cotton webbing strap is gentle on your skin and is

sturdy to hold the bag.

The crossbody bag comes with two slip-in pockets and one button pocket. It could be the

best partner for a casual day-out wherein you want to keep your hands free of any

distractions.

The Coin Pouch

No more struggling to find your keys or loose change in your purses or bags as the Coin

Pouch will solve it tactfully. The palm-sized wonder is clean-cut, easy to use, practical,

and not to mention very useful in daily life.

Available in many shades, this pouch is idle to hold your keys, change, and even your

earphones. This little wonder is definitely a big impact!

The Flat Pouch

Varied needs, one solution; The Flat Pouch! Whether you need to keep your makeup, or

accessories, or tech, or travel needs, this is what you can reach out for. The trendy

design curated in premium full-grain leather is hassle-free and fun.

The centre-access zip is convenient to use and ensures you have no time to waste while

digging to find your stuff. The wrist strap makes it easy to carry and the pleated design is

a delight to use.



The Minimalist Wallet

Convenience is the thought that went behind creating this Minimalist Wallet. Think of it

as an invisible hand that can keep your essentials without being intrusive.

The simple, no-fold wallet comes with five slots and is perfect to hold your cards and

currencies. It’s slim, it’s light, it’s comfy, and it’s what you need to simplify your life! The

wallet is made in genuine full-grain leather with cotton lining.


